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Asha Kaul Effective Business Communication
Designed to respond to the growing needs of professionals and those in the academia,
this book is a comprehensive, step-by-step guide to making effective presentations.
Written in a clear, accessible style, the author provides a friendly approach to a process
that is often a nerve-wracking task for many. The author discusses how to plan
presentations across disciplines, their delivery and aesthetics, and helpful tips
throughout. With a multi-level focus, it also includes sections on: —choosing the right
content and then sequencing it logically for maximum impact —duration of the
presentation, ideal size of the audience and their level of understanding and knowledge
base —presentation delivery, styles of communication, writing tips and the use of
PowerPoint and video conferencing —audience interaction —strategies to avoid common
pitfalls
Business Communication 2e provides comprehensive and in-depth coverage of the
concepts and key applications of business communication. The second edition of this
text for management students has been revised to reflect recent changes in the
business environment and the needs of students.
The U.S. Census Bureau has reported that 56.7 million Americans had some type of
disability in 2010, which represents 18.7 percent of the civilian noninstitutionalized
population included in the 2010 Survey of Income and Program Participation. The U.S.
Social Security Administration (SSA) provides disability benefits through the Social
Security Disability Insurance (SSDI) program and the Supplemental Security Income
(SSI) program. As of December 2015, approximately 11 million individuals were SSDI
beneficiaries, and about 8 million were SSI beneficiaries. SSA currently considers
assistive devices in the nonmedical and medical areas of its program guidelines. During
determinations of substantial gainful activity and income eligibility for SSI benefits, the
reasonable cost of items, devices, or services applicants need to enable them to work
with their impairment is subtracted from eligible earnings, even if those items or
services are used for activities of daily living in addition to work. In addition, SSA
considers assistive devices in its medical disability determination process and
assessment of work capacity. The Promise of Assistive Technology to Enhance Activity
and Work Participation provides an analysis of selected assistive products and
technologies, including wheeled and seated mobility devices, upper-extremity
prostheses, and products and technologies selected by the committee that pertain to
hearing and to communication and speech in adults.
For B.Com., BCA, BBA, MBA and as per the UGC Model Curriculum.
This practical book provides a comprehensive account of personal and business
communication in India's organizational and technological environment. Topics
discussed include: the various forms of communication; ways of developing effective
communication; how to choose the right medium of communication; the impact of
information technologies on communication; the qualities of an effective communicator;
and international and cross-cultural communication practices.
The book in its tenth edition has been thoroughly restructured and revised. All the
chapters of the present edition have been re-written not only to incorporate the latest
developments in management but also to make presentation of subject-matter more
lucid and crisp. Chapter 3 of the previous edition (Managers and Environment) has
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been named as Management Challenges and Opportunities in the present edition so
that proper focus is put on these issues. Thus, the present edition is ideally suited to
management students as well as management practitioners, particularly those who
have not gone through formal management education.
In recent times, soft skills has become one area where corporate employee and a new
entrant to this field wants to improve upon so as to be at par with the demands of a
highly competitive environment. Possession of these skills helps one to strike a chord
with colleagues, clients, and bosses. Enhancing Employability @ Soft Skills tries to
bring in to focus that soft skills are important for ones career growth whereby on can
manage ones self, people and workplace.

Business communication has undergone a major change in the past few years
but the basic concepts remain the same. This book integrates the age-old
concepts of communication with the new-age concepts thereby providing a
seamless equilibrium of conceptual and practical aspects of the subject. Written
in an anecdotal style, the book does not only impart knowledge but also makes
for a very interesting read. This approach helps in learning and retaining the
concepts.
EFFECTIVE BUSINESS COMMUNICATIONPHI Learning Pvt. Ltd.
Effective communication is the key factor that ensures success in all business
and professional activities. It is a complex subject that requires knowledge of not
only the language used, but also of human behaviour and sensitivities along with
the basics of the business or professional activities of one's choice.Spoken and
Written BUSINESS ENGLISH fulfills this requirement by providing easy-tounderstand knowledge on: Communication Basics Spoken Business English
Written Business English Useful Reference MaterialsThis book is a complete
guide for all business and professional communication activities explaining in a
simple language how people interact with each other through their body
language, etiquettes and manners and also through effective use of spoken and
written English. It teaches how to speak well at the workplace, at meetings,
seminars and in public. It also explains how to write error-free and effective
memos, letters, applications and reports. The book contains an exhaustive
reference section which provides information to facilitate business and
professional activities around the world. Hence, we can conclude by saying that
no work place would be complete without a copy of this book. So dear readers, it
will serve as a Bible for all of you who are in service, in any profession, or
managing their own business."
Communication is the lifeblood of every business organization. This book on
Business Communication aims to bring about the relevance/importance of
communication in business. It highlights the different types of formal and informal
communication taking place in an organization. Various forms of written and oral
communication; including letters, memos, orders, interviews, group discussions,
meetings etc., have been discussed in detail. Besides, the importance of nonverbal communication has also been elucidated. Effort has been made to keep
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the text simple and comprehensible, including a lot of examples and case
studies. Students' exercise at the end of every chapter has been added to
inculcate interest in readers for higher and deeper learning. There is
comprehensive coverage of all topics on Business Communication prescribed for
study for the students of Commerce, Management, Hotel Management and MCA
etc. This book is not only helpful for the students of Business Communication, but
is also a helpful guide to those who want to improve their communication skills.
Today, the need for communication skills has become more important than ever
before. Communication plays a vital role — be it the preparation one has to do to
face an interview or deal with diverse business deals, or interacting with
colleagues, superiors, and others. The Second Edition of this text, based on the
feedback received from the readers, continues to highlight the vital skills one
needs for effectively communicating in diverse situations. Divided into five parts,
the text shows the power of three V’s of communication — the verbal, the visual
and the vocal, examining at the same time the role of formal and informal
communication methods, and stressing the significance of grapevine in
organizations. It also demonstrates how important listening is, and the basic skillsets needed by a manager for business dealings. Further, the text gives the
nuances of verbal communication and the factors necessary for preparing a
presentation besides giving a comprehensive view of non-verbal communication.
It highlights the role of written communication, the importance of business writing,
the formats of business letters, memos, and report writing, and how flawed
thinking impedes written communication. The text concludes by emphasizing the
crucial role played by corporate communication in enhancing an organization’s
image. What’s New to This Edition : New concepts such as Fog
Index/Readability Index, Business Terms, Acronyms, Abbreviations, e-mail
Etiquette, Virtual Team Skills, and Social Skills. Many exercises and other inputs.
Written in a clear and straightforward style and in a student-friendly fashion, this
concise and compact text is intended both for students of management and for
young executives and managers.
It is said the future belongs to Communication. And rightly so. For today, more
than ever before, the need for effective communication is being felt. This is
particularly true of business communication because, organizations in their
efforts to excel in business and outdo their competitors, have to be precise and
extremely effective in their communication to satisfy all its stakeholders—be they
suppliers, distributors, advertisers or customers. This book on Business
Communication, now in its Second Edition, brings to fore the multidimensional
aspects of Business Communication—ranging from listening, speaking,
developing skill sets, to exhibiting correct body language. The book emphasizes
that understanding the perceptions and mindsets of the communicators and the
context are crucial for business communication. This book, which is the outcome
of the rich and the vast experience of Dr. Asha Kaul and her interaction with the
brilliant young minds at IIM Ahmedabad and other B-schools, should be of
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immense value to the budding as well as practicing managers. All readers will
find this new edition extremely useful, refreshingly different, and delectably
delightful. What’s New to This Edition : • Extensive use of examples, anecdotes,
and brief case studies to exemplify the points/issues. • Checklist and Summary
which are ready reckoners for a student hard pressed for time yet desirous of
learning and change. • Learning Objectives for each chapter and section, which
bring focus to the text. • Activities in which the student can participate and test
communication competence. • Comprehensive section on exercises at the end of
each chapter, which are application oriented and test the student’s grasp of the
subject. The book is recommended by AICTE for PGDM course. The link is
www.aicte-india.org/modelsyllabus.php
Modern Office * Office Management * Office Organisation * Office Accomodation
And Layout * Office Environment * Furniture * Correspondence And Mail *
Record Administration * Office Stationary And Forms * Office Appliances * Office
Communication * Personnel Management * Office Services * Office Supervision *
Collection Of Data * Presentation Of Data * Work Measurement And Standards *
Office Reports And Precis Writing * Office Cost Reduction And Cost Savings *
Modern Technology * Common Abbreviations
ESSENTIALS OF BUSINESS COMMUNICATION, 9TH EDITION presents a
streamlined approach to business communication that includes unparalleled resources
and author support for instructors and students. ESSENTIALS OF BUSINESS
COMMUNICATION provides a four-in-one learning package: authoritative text, practical
workbook, self-teaching grammar/mechanics handbook, and premium Web site.
Especially effective for students with outdated or inadequate language skills, the Ninth
Edition offers extraordinary print and digital exercises to help students build confidence
as they review grammar, punctuation, and writing guidelines. Textbook chapters teach
basic writing skills and then apply these skills to a variety of e-mails, memos, letters,
reports, and resumes. Realistic model documents and structured writing assignments
help students build lasting workplace skills. The Ninth Edition of this award-winning text
features increased coverage of electronic messages and digital media, redesigned and
updated model documents to introduce students to the latest business communication
practices, and extensively updated exercises and activities. Important Notice: Media
content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.
This book which is an introduction to Business communication covers the theoretical
aspects of undergraduate and postgraduate students of different universities. It covers
all the aspects in a simple manner with the practical case studies. It covers various
topics such as organizational communication, types of communication, external and
internal business corresponds along with case studies and activities. This text clearly
explains how to do communication in present business scenario in a step wise manner.
A sufficient care is taken to keep the book simple. Any reader can clearly understand
the concepts without many difficulties. Some error might have been there and the
publisher or author is not liable for the damage caused if any. In some concepts, the
case studies and activities are imaginary in nature and do not mimic any real time
entities. This book is very useful for management and commerce students of both
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undergraduate and postgraduate level. A sample paper has been solved to help the
students to understand the concepts better and present them effectively in their writing.
We are always open for your suggestion and comments for further improvements of this
book.
Can leadership lessons be learnt from the Mahabharata? Demystifying Leadership
positively asserts that we can and probes inquiry in the lives of six characters-Bhishma,
Ashvatthama, Karna, Shakuni, Kunti and Krishna. It studies these characters in
inescapable situations as they navigate through life by demonstrating values, decisionmaking ability, integrity and principles. Within the given constraints, some of these
characters swim and rise, while others sink in moral turpitude. Extrapolating these
successful and not-so-successful character traits to corporate leaders and linking them
to scholarship, the authors provide lessons for leaders and managers operating in
diverse situations. Borrowing from different disciplines, such as literature, philosophy,
politics and psychology, Demystifying Leadership proposes to link essentials of
leadership in the form of a Leadership Triangle comprising six levels: positive
personality, peace with personal identity, purpose, positive use of power and politics,
paradoxical leadership and principled pragmatism. It takes a grounded approach in
amalgamating mythology and leadership through scholarship and practice.
Business Communication: Connecting at work is a comprehensive textbook designed
especially for the post graduate students of business management. It takes a practice
oriented approach to explain the core concepts of business communication with the
help of examples, case studies, exhibits and illustrations.
Corporate Reputation Decoded is the first book of its kind that traces the journey of
Indian companies in building corporate reputation (CR). The book addresses CR in the
Indian context and is in response to the growing interest of companies in this area. The
book explains the process of building, maintaining and strategising for CR. It also
discusses various aspects of CR—company’s stakeholders, situations demanding CR
interventions, and the impact of a company’s culture, ethics and leadership on its CR.
The book expounds on these using Indian cases (Tata, Infosys, HUL, Reliance, Aditya
Birla Group, HDFC, among others), which enhance the understanding of CR in India as
well as benchmark CR best practices in India. The book is of major significance to CR
practitioners, scholars, teachers, students and C-Suite professionals who will also find
the techniques proposed in the book interesting as they can assess, evaluate, adopt
and adapt strategies followed by other companies for reputation enhancement.
A compendium of over 50 scholarly works on discourse behavior in digital
communication.
Although literature on corporate social responsibility is vast, research into the use and
effectiveness of various communications through digital platforms about such corporate
responsibility is scarce. This gap is surprising; communicating about corporate social
responsibility initiatives is vital to organizations that increasingly highlight their corporate
social responsibility initiatives to position their corporate brands for both consumers and
other stakeholders. Yet these organizations still sometimes rely on traditional methods
to communicate, or even decide against communicating at all, because they fear
triggering stakeholders’ skepticism or cynicism. A systematic, interdisciplinary
examination of corporate social responsibility communication through digital platforms
therefore is necessary, to establish an essential definition and up-to-date picture of the
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field. This research anthology addresses the above objectives. Drawing on marketing,
management, and communication disciplines, among others, this anthology examines
how organizations construct, implement, and use digital platforms to communicate
about their corporate social responsibility and thereby achieve their organizational
goals. The 21 chapters in this anthology reflect six main topic sections: Challenges and
opportunities for communicating corporate social responsibility through digital platforms.
Moving toward symmetry and interactivity in digital corporate social responsibility
communication. Fostering stakeholder engagement in and through digital corporate
social responsibility communication. Leveraging effective digital corporate social
responsibility communication. Digital activism and corporate social responsibility. Digital
methodologies and corporate social responsibility.
Business Analytics refers to various categories of analytical approaches for modelling
different business situations and arriving at solutions and strategies for optimal decisionmaking in marketing, finance, operations, organizational behaviour and other
managerial processes. Thus, Business Analytics today refers to different approaches
for modelling and arriving at assessing and predicting risk, predicting market
preferences, project feasibility, customer segmentation, inherent and underlying
dimensions in consumer preferences, factors leading to probability of purchase,
preferred segments in financial and credit card industry, probability of attrition in large
organizations, etc.The myriad of modelling and other analytical approaches which
constitute Business Analytical applications in Indian Industry today include
predominantly:• Determining which attributes in a product are considered significant by
the market and which are found to be significantly satisfactory—Gap Analysis.•
Analytical Modelling by Factor and Cluster Analysis.• Analytical Modelling by Logistics
Regression and Discriminant Analysis.• Segmentation of primary target market by
Heuristic Modelling such as RFM (recency, frequency, monetary) analysis.•
Segmentation of target market based on large databases using Decision Tree
approaches such as CHAID (Chi-square Automatic Interaction Detection) and other
Classification and Regression Trees.• Determining Linkages between unobserved
constructs such as customer satisfaction and factors leading to it, using Structural
Equation Modelling (SEM).• Determining relative preferences in consumer perceptions
by Conjoint Analysis.In this book, the author has discussed these analytical approaches
following a classroom teaching format, drawing from her extensive teaching experience
spanning over 30 years. The book first discusses all important concepts and then case
studies are discussed which emulate real-life managerial situations.This textbook is
designed to serve the needs of management students for a course in Business
Analytics.
With the latest insights from the world of communication studies into the nature of
corporate reputation, this new addition to Wiley-Blackwell’s series of handbooks on
communication and media reflects the growing visibility of large businesses’ ethical
profiles, and tracks the benefits that positive public attitudes can bring. Serves as the
definitive research collection for a fast-growing field featuring contributions by key
international scholars Brings together state-of-the-art communication studies insights
on corporate reputation Identifies and addresses the lacunae in the research literature
Applies new theoretical frameworks to corporate reputation
E-Commerce and Business Communication is designed for 2nd semester B. Com
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students of Calcutta University and other allied universities. The book provides
conceptual understanding of theories and principles in a lucid manner with examples.
The content is divided into two parts: 1) E-Commerce and 2) Business Communication
The book begins with explanation of fundamental topics like effective communication,
types and tools, and gradually progresses to explain important areas, such as, conflict
resolution, various e-commerce models, significance of e-governance and strategies for
successful e-CRM business framework, digital payments and ERP implementation.
Practical aspects like writing resume, business letters, circulars are also explained in
detail. Salient Features: • In accordance with CBCS syllabus of Calcutta University and
other allied universities • Important sections highlighted throughout the text •
Recapitulation of important points at the end of each chapter • Standard university
questions for Business Communication and a large number of multiple-choice
questions for the E-Commerce section • Figures supporting text for comprehensive
understanding • Pedagogy includes: ? 110+ Exercises ? 105+ MCQs
The explosion of blogs, social networking sites, wikis, video sharing sites, and other
powerful digital communications platforms may be the biggest game-changer to impact
business since mechanized manufacturing. In today’s Web 2.0 world, company
stakeholders--including employees, customers, and investors--are empowered in ways
unimaginable just a few years ago, and traditional corporate hierarchies are
yesterday’s news. Rather than attempt to turn back the clock and reassert strict, topdown control over stakeholder relationships, the smartest companies worldwide are
responding with bold new digital communications strategies based on transparency,
authenticity, and inclusion, instead of secrecy, artificiality, and exclusion. International
corporate communications guru Paul A. Argenti provides a lively, up-to-the- minute
review of the Web 2.0 landscape and analyzes the increasingly central role corporate
communications plays in virtually every organizational function. Argenti and coauthor
Courtney Barnes advise corporate leaders on how to deploy proven strategies for using
new and emerging digital platforms to Manage brand identity and company reputation
Build a culture of engagement and transparency Turn stakeholders into “company
evangelists” Manage internal communications across time zones and language barriers
Recruit and retain the best talent Develop compelling messages based on customer
and investor needs and desires Argenti and Barnes provide case studies illustrating
digital communications best practices at HP, Southwest Airlines, Sony, Dell, IBM,
Starbucks, HBO, FedEx, GE, and other major players. This groundbreaking book will
teach you how to gain real, manageable control over your organization’s
communications in today’s virtual world.
Diversity, inclusivity, and gender mainstreaming have today become the buzzwords in
the corporate arena and civil society. The reason is increased business requirement for
diverse competencies and skill sets. Hence, the need to have a mixed gender group
has become a business imperative. Furthermore, there is heightened awareness that
women are equally competent and talented, if not more, than men in various
professional jobs. With increasing job opportunities, tapping and retaining this talent
through initiation of various programmes within organizations has shown positive
results. New Paradigms for Gender Inclusivity : Theory and Best Practices scripts some
of the practices, in the form of case studies, which organizations have followed to
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enhance gender inclusiveness. These real-life case studies highlight the role played by
organizations in facilitating the progression of women which indirectly has helped in
their growth, development and recognition of being a forerunner in promoting diversity.
The book is divided into three parts. Parts I and III begin with a theoretician’s
perspective on gender inclusiveness and gender mainstreaming in India, respectively
and close with an academic detailing on reasons and causes for the same. Statistical
data and models in the last chapter for the two parts validate the corporate,
governmental and civil society attempts at introducing creative yet simple
methodologies to make gender diversity and inclusion a reality in the workplace. In Part
I, six case studies on the following companies: Broadridge, IBM Daksh, Infosys, Shell
India, Jamshedpur Utilities and Services Company Ltd.: A Tata Enterprise, and Wipro
have been presented which discuss the need for gender diversity and inclusiveness,
drivers and barriers, and showcase measures adopted to overcome those barriers. Five
cases: SEWA, Indian Police, Sakti, Indian Railways, and RUDI have been presented in
Part III which highlight tasks accomplished by women in their area of expertise,
marketing strategies adopted by the civil society to promote goods produced by
women, sensitization workshops to address harassment, and training workshops. Part
II (Interlude) is a break from organizational cases and shares some experiences, angst,
insights and observations on gender diversity and inclusion through a narration, a poem
and a reflective piece. This book on case studies will be extremely useful for
postgraduate students pursuing gender studies in Management Institutes, students
working on gender related dissertation topics and corporate houses keen to learn from
best practices of other organizations. Additionally, it would benefit readers who wish to
learn about organizational policies and practices for gender inclusivity.
Communicating a message effectively needs precision—be it verbal or non-verbal. At
the professional front, the accuracy of the message to be shared becomes all the more
important as the business decisions may depend on the same. This book, in its second
edition, continues to detail on the pre-requisites of communicating effectively in the
corporate environment and generally. Beginning with an overview of business
communication, the book educates on the principles of communication—oral and written.
Divided into nine chapters, the first two chapters deal with oral communication and the
next seven deal with different forms of written communication. The book teaches how to
write effective letters and prepare persuasive resumé. The chapters are well-supported
with many examples and illustrative exhibits wherever required. A new chapter
(Chapter 9) has been added titled ‘Writing to Communicate’ which presents incorrect
use of language and phrases that rob the text, be it a report or a letter, of authenticity
and credibility. The chapter also presents correct use of the examples and the rationale
or logic in the form of explanations. Designed as a textbook for the management
students, this book would be equally useful for the management professionals and
executives. Key features • Observes a simple pattern of Read-Comprehend-TestFollow • Discusses strategies for identification and improvisation of communication
skills (both oral and written) • Provides numerous examples and illustrations that
facilitate proper grasp of the topics discussed.
The book is divided into six sections covering all the aspects of the subject, including
basics of communication, English language, listening, speaking, reading, and writing
skills. Furthermore, topics such as role of creative and critical thinking for effective
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communication, inter-culturalcommunication, developing extempore and story-telling
skills, and writing and giving instructions have been included in this revised edition.Due
to its exhaustive coverage and practical approach, this textbook is suitable for both
students and professionals.

Business Communication for Managers is a student-friendly, practical and
example-driven book that gives students a thorough knowledge of business
communication, covering all the major communication topics included in MBA
syllabi across the country. The book teaches students how to communicate
effectively and efficiently with the help of a chapters on communication theories,
numerous exhibits, anecdotes, extensive role plays, hundreds of end-of-chapter
questions, etc. The lucid language and the easy-to-follow structure of the book
make this an invaluable resource for the MBA student.
Every single one of the competencies discussed in this book can lead you to your
next promotion or that extra bonus. The book shows how to nurture a few
essential professional competencies such as creating an outstanding
presentation, public speaking, effectively communicating your opinions and
ideas, and becoming a credible and reliable team player. Building Professional
Competencies is a call for action to become a competent player in today’s
workforce. SAGE Back to Basics is a distilled compilation of proven and timeless
ideas and best practices for new-age and experienced leaders alike. The handpicked collection of books—on management, leadership, entrepreneurship,
branding and CSR—offer advice from management experts whose knowledge and
research has impacted and shaped business and management education Other
books in the series: Timeless Leadership | Advertising and Branding Basics |
Leadership Lessons from Dr Pritam Singh | Corporate Social Responsibility in
India | Basics of Entrepreneurship | Human Resource Development Insights |
Ideate, Brainstorm, Create | Timeless Management | Soft Skills for Workplace
Success
The second edition of Business Communication: Concepts, Cases, and
Applications builds on the key strengths of the first edition, clear writing style and
comprehensive content, by updating the material to reflect the latest research
and technological developments in business communication and presenting it in
a style that engages the reader.
Each consumer now has the power to be a journalist, reviewer, and whistle
blower. The prevalence of social media has made it possible to alter a brand’s
reputation with a single viral post, or spark a political movement with a hashtag.
This new landscape requires a strategic plasticity and careful consideration of
how the public will react to an organization’s actions. Participation in social media
is mandatory for a brand’s success in this highly competitive online era.
Managing Public Relations and Brand Image through Social Media provides the
latest research and theoretical framework necessary to find ease in the shifting
public relations and reputation management worlds. It provides an overview of
the tools and skills necessary to deftly sidestep public affronts and to effectively
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use online outlets to enhance an organization’s visibility and reputation. This
publication targets policy makers, website developers, students and educators of
public relations, PR and advertising professionals, and organizations who wish to
better understand the effects of social media.
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